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Abstract
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	 Glass	Splinter	traces	five	main	lines	of	thought	
(summarised	by	the	five	keywords).	It	is	part	essay,	part	poem,	
and features moments of autobiographical content also. Glass 
as surface is a key pillar in the work, which is constantly 
returned to as a way of navigating the wide scope of the 
writing.	The	infinite	scroll	format	was	chosen	to	play	with	this	
content in a screen based way, inciting many of the talking 
points of the essay through reading method alone. The text 
functions through individual-yet-aligned series of ‘thought-
musings’ which speak to the lines of enquiry. Throughout, 
there are moments of synthesis which blur across these 
lines of investigation, much as the surfaces discussed blur 
boundaries also. This topic was chosen for study as a way to 
introduce Great Yarmouth and other UK coastal communities 
more generally into a material focussed discussion. Not to 
reinforce a hierarchy of knowledge, but to sit lived experience 
next to scholarly research, and let them open up a dialogue. 
This creates tenderness and new information in its approach. 
Further research is needed to unpick how young people in 
these ‘forgotten places’ interact with cultural material and use 
this to construct visions of their lives. 

Pointing in the General Direction (Introduction)

Glass Splinter is a cyclical journey.

From the beach
From the edge

The sand / silica
All the fragments

That came together to touch.
Broken pieces.

To come to ‘The City’
With its unfamiliar temples to glass

But its all-so-familiar vandalism
Is this who we are?

To be blinded by information
Revealed through glass.

The	internet,	infinite
The stone, ancient
Inside the screen

It shatters
Breaks down

Becoming a splinter 
Supported by the body

Part of a coastal community
Back to sand
Where do we belong?
Return to the edge.

Silica, Sculpture, Screen

To Glass

 I’ve lived my entire life until very recently along the 
coast. Sandy beaches touching the water, not a romantic 
vision, but a cold one. The North Sea is bitter and sharp. I 
would play with my brothers in the water until we were numb 
- then you can’t feel the cold - it’s almost like warming up. 
We’d then dry off on the sand, and it would cover all of us, 
sticking in a way that felt like an atomic binding process. My 
family used to say that sand was glass, but ‘just really small’. I 
didn’t understand completely, but loved the idea of fragments 
of something so sharp feeling so soft and supportive. 
 We’re both from those edge lands. I know now you’re 
formed	after	a	purification	process.	Heated	to	1700°C,	right?	
Lightning can strike the sand and you can harden in the shock, 
melt and form into something striking and electric, a solid 
force of nature. It’s so much pressure though, are you under 
stress doing that? I’ve been under stress since leaving.
 I’ve been reading about you whilst I’ve been gone, 
I’ve	seen	people	try	to	define	you	into	groupings	such	as	
“architectural” and “kiln-formed”1 This can’t contain the 
multitudes though.
 Do you hurt? I see you often in shattered forms, broken 
by the people who built you. It isn’t personal, I promise, 
they’re mad and want change, all for different reasons. 
Some break you because they want redevelopment, they 
want the new, and will knock down your old forms to build 
new skyscrapers, temples that touch the sky in your name. 
Truly they idolise you. Some break you because they want 
the old, stability, something simpler, something known and 
comfortable,	and	you’re	reflective!	You	reflect	the	city,	even	
when broken, especially when broken. There are systems at 
play which try to pit these people against each other. 
 As you did before, I see you revealing new secret 
mechanisms2, raising more questions than answers. I see you 
using new media forms on the internet to expose corruption on 
all different levels of human society, with the accountability 
that comes with the constant evidence of the internet, you’re 
now more than ever the mirror to see ourselves in. I don’t 
know	if	I	like	the	reflection,	but	I	hope	we’re	working	towards	
something you’d be proud of. 
 I saw the other day someone describe you as liquid 
light, suspended in time, between form and formlessness.3 
How beautiful. A polished solid weight, of pure light, liquid 
in	form,	but	formless	in	flow.	I	think	about	this	every	time	
I see you, the thought can’t leave my head. It sounds so 
otherworldly, yet we grew up together at the beach, and 
I know you’re from the same world as me. Are we both 
otherworldly? Is the place we’re from so disconnected it’s not 
here, nor there? 
 I aimlessly scroll on my phone all day. There’s a tiny 
scratch in the surface, whenever I scroll over it I can feel you 
touch back- it’s a minute moment, but I can just make it out. 
It reminds me how tiny the particles of sand that make you 
felt at the beach. It makes me think that maybe we aren’t so 
far apart at all. I have a small glass splinter, from the screen. 
It’s	in	the	side	of	my	index	finger.	I	can’t	get	it	out,	but	my	
body doesn’t seem to be rejecting it either. Embedded. I’m 
paying you back for all those times you shifted around my 
body as sand at the beach. You’ve always touched back, this 
is	just	another	iteration.	This	time	you	finally	reached	out	to	
me,	flaking	a	tiny	shard	of	yourself	off,	scratching	the	pristine	
surface as you did. I’m glad I was able to pick you up, and 
support you back when it was my turn.

Walead Beshty and FedEx

	 The	FedEx	sculptures	(see	figure	1)	are	perhaps	some	
of the most iconic contemporary sculptures that make use of 
glass outside of a hot process practice. Beshty contains these 
hollow glass volumes in standardised packaging boxes from 
courier company FedEx, and then ships them. The process 
of delivery marks the glass, touch and care is/n’t taken when 
moving these parcels around, and this is laid bare upon that 
opening moment. The works are visually striking and simple 
in idea, yet demonstrate so many complexities around the 
materiality of the work, as well as values at play.
 To speak of value, Beshty’s motivation in this series is 
also to comment on the “perversity of a corporation owning 
a shape,” as the boxes are proprietary volumes owned by 
FedEx.4 To lock geometry behind copyright law speaks of 
the voracity produced by late-stage capitalism, where even 
abstract volumes can be owned, traded, and sold. Glass here, 
intersects with the idea of volume in an interesting way- it 
is transparent, and known to be a material of looking5 (in, 
through,	past).	So	how	does	it	fill	space,	especially	when	
it’s hollow too? Optics and physicality are not tied together 
infinitely,	in	fact,	sculpture	is	a	unique	medium	in	which	
the physicality can be broken but the optics can “fill in the 
blank”6. Beshty’s work here almost does the opposite, the 
transparent material resists understanding optically, cracks 
refracting crystalline light back into the eyes of the viewer; the 
physical touch of the work however, is so understandable. You 
can	imagine	tracing	the	fissure	lines,	sharp	and	sliced	under	
pressure of the lack of care in the delivery process, using your 
finger	to	touch	the	object	with	the	new	care	it	might	not	have	
seen since its initial creation and gluing phase. Does it slice 
back? The volumes look contained, but I have to wonder if the 
air inside wants out. These works record their own movement, 
the shattering is narrative, shipping labels on the boxes give 
words to delineate the movement in the world. Optical. 
Physical. Is this how art acquires meaning? 

“Glass has a strong direct and indirect intimacy with the 
body through the vessel, the mirror, laboratory equipment and 
the microscope/magnifying glass, which reveals the internal 

corporeal topography and magnifies (im)perfections.”7

 As Beshty holds this fragile material together to present 
to us a journey of volume, I think about its body, the abstract 
contained within. Despite still standing, the shattered surface, 
imperfect, presents its internal world. Marked by the hands 
touching it in transit under capitalism, who cares for those 
who must move?

M1rroring

 Mirroring (stylised as ‘M1rroring’ online) is an 
Instagram account run by artist Jason Gringler.8 His practice 
constitutes various sheet material surfaces from what 
appears to be an urban industrial setting, adhered together in 
combinations, broken apart, smashed, and re-adhered until 
a satisfactory appearance is met. The works often use glass, 
clear plastics, and metal (with metal mesh being commonly 
included	also)	in	stacked	sequences	(see	figure	2).	This	often	
creates scenarios whereby the trapped air pockets between 
layers that are yet to be cracked form points of condensation, 
moments where the clarity of the materials is obscured by 
polluted air. Gringler currently works in Berlin, although 
previously used worked in New York9, and the impact of these 
cities is clear in the production and visual language he uses. 
	 For	me,	his	process	is	actually	that	of	a	flattening.	I	
interpret the works as being layers of fragment from the cities 
of origin, pieced together in various methods which create 
flattened	versions	of	themselves.	The	beginning	of	my	interest	
in surface qualities has to be attributed to Gringler’s work, a 
long time Instagram follower, it constantly brings me back in 
with its hidden depth and snapped surface. These screen-like 
works are written about in a text shared by Cinema Tick Tack 
in Antwerp on the occasion of a show: “They are the things 
we don’t really tend to see since we see through them instead, 
those curious portals between two realms, the virtual and the 
physical.”10	I	see	this	flattening	of	the	world	into	a	see-through	
portal something of a timeline, starting with image making, 
the origins of telling story through the picturesque, which later 
evolves into glass production, sheets becoming windows and 
barriers in front of the paintings. Later, the painting behind the 
glass	is	removed,	in	its	place,	the	internet	resides.	Hyperflat.	
The internet exists behind the screen, beyond the screen. 
Perhaps with the disillusionment of the modern city, we want 
to go past the screen, onto the other side of its barrier, to 
fracture it, to pull those original stories and experiences back 
out.	(See	figure	3.)	Gringler	demonstrates	that	we’re	happy	to	
destroy the screens around us to do so.
 A sheet of glass is clear, you most commonly look 
through it, yet in Gringler’s work it becomes something to 
observe in its own right, materiality on display, city in layers. 
In this reading, the work takes on something of an identity, 
one that is collapsed, crushed under its own material weight. 
To	put	a	city	inside	a	flat	surface	is	impossible,	and	so	this	is	
where the pressure comes into play. The containment that runs 
alongside	a	flattening	causes	compressive	force,	the	city	bursts	
back out of these works, fracturing, splintering the glass on its 
way out. Sometimes it is attempted to be hammered back in, 
or	flirted	out	when	it	cannot	do	so	of	its	own	accord.	Often,	
the artist will produce tools (as seen on Instagram11,	see	figure	
4) with the explicit purpose of creating a variety of impact 
marks on/through the layers of material. These hold in them 
the aggression of the man-made cityscape, but also a human 
frustration with the world around us. In truth, I see the work as 
descriptive, as protest, as violence, vandalism, and vigour. The 
work holds a m1rror up to its place of creation and asks: why 
did you do this?

Apple Ceramic Shield

 Perhaps stone is the language of touch after all, and 
we’ve been looking at the screen for too long to see it. In 
October of 2020, Apple unveiled their new iPhone, the 
12th in the on-going series of smartphones. They advertise 
that	this	device	has	a	‘ceramic	shield’	(see	figure	5)	and	
that the company have invented a new material, a blend of 
nano-ceramic crystals (which we are promised are stronger 
than most metals) and glass.12 The promises are of future 
technology now, and a touch screen that won’t break. The 
language	of	the	advert	flirts	with	us	the	same	way	our	fingers	
do the screen itself, using phrases such as crystallinity, 
optically clear, and exclusive formula. The iPhone is a 
paradoxical status symbol, the newest, the 12, will be retailing 
for £999.13 Yet at the same time there are many who will be 
getting these phones through established mobile contracts in 
the form of an ‘upgrade’, bypassing the initial large payment. 
It seems as though the iPhone has become an object which is 
handed down and handed across; through family and friends, 
transactional, as these contracts and new phones roll over into 
each other every year. Because of this, it isn’t uncommon to 
see young teenagers and even children clutching onto their 
own	iPhone,	buying	unofficial	charging	cables	to	try	and	
keep the object alive- after all, who can afford the branded 
ones when they’re 19x the price of the local pound shop? 
The handing down of technology like this, especially past 
the objects designed permanence (an entire other hostile 
practice, beyond the scope of this essay) is part of a building 
block in something I believe forms a working class aesthetic. 
In 2020, to be able to touch a screen and access the internet 
is crucial to integration into society, the covid-19 pandemic 
has made this all too clear. Community assistance and help is 
organised online, the information is disseminated online, the 
access too, can sometimes be only online. I tap and then tap 
and then scroll and then tap, booking my socially distanced 
delivery from the foodbank14, all the while embedding the 
glass	splinters	into	the	pads	of	my	fingers.	Daring	to	touch	
the screen that has passed its glossy conception, past its 
permanence, it wants to become obsolete with each passing 
update. Yet I continue to keep the tiny machine charged, 
ongoing. Whilst a phone screen may not crack or break 
beyond	average	wear	and	tear	for	the	first	year,	the	optimal	
consumer year span, by its third owner the once immaculate 
surface is destroyed. Screen protectors are sporadically 
purchased as an attempt to keep the glass in place, so it can’t 
slip out of the unit and further its journey into the skin. Is this 
how the iPhone is a paradoxical status symbol? For it at once 
shines in gloss and says you are new and fresh and of means, 
whilst also telling that you are not the owner of that same 
surface anymore, and my out-of-date computing prowess will 
hold you back too. 

Smoke on the Bottom

Many artists make use of the glass surface. Larry Bells’ 
‘Smoke on the Bottom’ exhibition featured a room of cube-
like forms, sheets of glass made to stand upright on the grey 
carpet.15	(See	figure	6.)	Speaking	to	the	pristine,	the	fine-art-
of-it-all. They are guarded by onlooking invigilators in suits, 
bags aren’t allowed in case of collision. “What is behind the 
screen and ‘feels’ the touch of the finger also withdraws”16 
writes Esther Leslie, Bells’ work makes me consider this, 
who is on the other side of the panel? We can almost see, 
but an atomised metal on the surface blurs the vision (not a 
nano-ceramic quite yet). Is there something on the other side 
at	all?	I	look	at	the	reflection	of	myself	in	these	planes	and	
go to take a photo. I see the grease of touch on my outdated 
iPhones surface, it prompts me to swipe to unlock- I put it 
back in my pocket. The work touches me so I must withdraw. 
We aren’t from this place, my iPhone and I. Interlopers only 
for a second, a splinter looking back at the whole. 

Vandalism and the City

Post Vandalism / Urban Inscription

	 The	term	‘post-graffiti’	has	been	suggested	to	describe	
a “street art and a graffiti scene in flux between established 
ideas and new directions.”17 I want to know how much of this 
is determined by the people making the marks themselves. 
The people on the street helping to shape the urban 
environment. Or is this a term coined by those who write 
about art – and this is a way to co-opt the styles, to make the 
work more palatable to their (and their peers) tastes. After all, 
it has been used “to suggest the emergence of a qualitatively 
different, contemporary style of inscribing the city.”18 
Gentrification.
 A better term places focus on the way legalities have 
changed in the work that is now in the art domain: post 
vandalism.	This	work	may	very	well	still	be	graffiti	in	nature,	
in its form and desire to exist, but in becoming art object is 
now not considered to be vandalism, but work. Ultimately this 
is a conversation that happens in a different place to the work 
itself, these aren’t fussy distinctions that are needed before 
someone spray paints a tag; what it does do however, is hold 
accountable and highlight the mental gymnastics that take 
place when a museum destroys a wall which holds a mural to 
make room for its ‘street art’ exhibition.19 
 Indeed, the legalities surrounding this type of vandalism 
are complex. When a community cannot but an institution 
can, we have to begin to scratch at the surfaces of the city 
around	us	to	figure	out	how	it	is	all	constructed.	Who gets to 
leave their mark upon this place? We can reframe the idea of 
graffiti	completely:

“It is a mode of envisioning which begins on the basis that the 
surfaces which make up the city are always already marked 
by signs of deterioration and decay […], and constituted by 

competing and questionable aesthetics […]. The consequence 
of such a view is that orthodox notions of cleanliness and 

purity undergo something of an implosion.”20

 In the city there is no such thing as the neutral, blank 
surface. We have to give up on the views of cleanliness and 
start questioning more deeply: who are the legitimate authors? 
When all of the surfaces contain some form of scrawl (be it 
graffiti,	or	traffic	sign,	or	advertisement)	in	their	vicinity,	we	
can see the experience of the urban landscape characterised 
most recognisably by a “ceaseless writing”21.

Melancholia

 On Twitter I see “if people start calling you a hero that 
means they’re about to let you die”22 On Instagram I see “Rich 
people call you heroes when you die”23	(See	figure	7.)
 Jordan McKenzie spray paints the latter onto an 
abandoned mattress in the city, his latest works hit into the 
core of the UK, taking place in London. What can it achieve 
however?	Locations	with	fly	tipping	are	not	places	the	rich	
are frequenting. Class consciousness, maybe. I agree with the 
premise, I agree that for far too long capitalism has let wealth 
grow unchecked in an elite few. But I also feel tired? Why 
am I so tired all the time? Low mood, depression maybe, but 
not exactly. Just bouts of melancholy. As McKenzie writes, 
rich people are: “Fake news, Brexit, plastic waste, climate 
emergencies, Propaganda, a virus, a pandemic”24 and “do too 
little, too late.”25 It’s a lot to think about, I’m rolling over in 
bed and going back to sleep.

The New Glass Gallery
 
 On the edge of the town of Great Yarmouth is the last 
surviving – and only just – Victorian seaside cast iron and 
glass winter gardens in the UK.26	(See	figure	8,	9,	10	and	11.)	
The grade II* listed structure is currently in an abandoned 
state, requiring “significant national investment to repair and 
restore, supported by a robust business plan for re-use.”27 I 
initially planned here to talk about the building as a monument 
in and of itself. Symbolic of the situation the town faces: 
being	just	too	damaged	to	be	fixed	without	serious	national	
assistance. The pieces are all there: a fading grandiosity/
utopian outlook from Victorian times; underinvestment to the 
point of near collapse; and glass being forged from the sand 
next it stand, held by metal and industry into this palace shape 
it is now crashing inward from the stress of holding up.

“The ambition is to save, restore and reimagine the Winter 
Gardens at the heart of Great Yarmouth’s regeneration and 
daily life, as a year-round visitor attraction that makes the 

most of the unique building”.28 

 I found that the restoration plans from the local council 
seemed	to	be	finally	moving	forward,	updated	last	in	March	
of this year.29 30	Local	people	were	asked	to	fill	out	a	survey	
to inform a funding bid going forward: “Critically, responses 
from all age groups show a very high level of support from 
the community for the potential of the Winter Gardens 
restoration to enhance Great Yarmouth as a place”31 I wish 
to bring together here something that has only existed in my 
mind in between daydreams and impossibilities. I think of 
this building sometimes, empty, but with so much potential. 
Often, the potential is more exciting than the realised thing, 
but I imagine the Winter Gardens as a cultural centre, not a 
strict gallery, and not a planned space that attempts to appeal 
to middle class art patrons or community development targets 
that seem to always bring about so little other than paperwork 
proving disengagement. A cultural centre for the town it 
resides in, aware of that, and working with that context to 
attempt to achieve… well I’m not quite sure of that bit. Pride? 
Community? Even just something to do. 
 There’s a reason these thoughts happen in between 
unsolid musings. There’s too many hurdles. “Geographic 
distance from the national centre of power in London 
is clearly related to patterns of financial investment.”32 
Financing is next to impossible, when “funding [for] 
contemporary art is regularly deemed superfluous by elements 
of the media, conservative or reactionary commentators, and 
useless or worthless by much public opinion.”33 Even you 
managed to achieve that – “If the state funds artistic creation, 
can it still remain free, rebellious, and independent of the 
wishes of power?”34

 Yet I’m enamoured with the possibility, despite it all. 
It is my obsession with glass that drives it. The site would be 
so open, and as Alex Potts writes: “The open is epitomized 
by the grille or screen, or the puncturing of a wall […]. 
This is sculpture as passage.”35 An entire centre next to 
the sand, made of glass that frames the open air, a passage 
of connection to the past, and hopefully, a future too. If 
the ironwork was restored, maybe then “the architectural 
decoration of the exterior building [could] represent an 
idealized image of the community that it served.”36

 It must be executed immaculately, like the surface it 
wishes to become, by the people who care for it:

“The commodification of “historic” sites, and the brutal 
application of “audit culture” logic to the management of 

urban space threaten to converge in a dismaying scenario in 
which wealth will trump compassion and, by destroying the 
healthy diversity and localized creativity of humanity’s past, 

will trigger violence and chaos far into the future.”37

 In a place that wants to be ruin, is care the new 
vandalism? For so long I’ve imagined the tide coming in one 
day and just not stopping. Connecting to the river the other 
side of the sand bank and swallowing the land whole; but to 
truly move forward, is it care that we need to weaponize? Put 
best by Hege Sæbjørnsen: “Home is the new frontier.”38

Sometimes Making Something Leads to Nothing

	 In	1997	artist	Francis	Alÿs	pushed	a	rectangular	block	of	
ice around Mexico City, an action that was created under the 
rubric of ‘sometimes making something leads to nothing’. The 
work speaks to invisible labours, futility, and trace-making. 
The documentation video is available online, and I come back 
to	it	often.	(See	figure	12.)	A	detail	I	focus	on	is	the	trail	left	
behind: part glacier, part garden pest, this wetness leaves a 
distinct	map	throughout	the	city	of	where	Alÿs	has	been,	the	
route they have taken. Due to the heat of the day however, this 
trace surface, damp, fades away rapidly. I wonder if my place 
in the conversation is similar, I feel as though I can relate to 
this block of ice - to be in constant motion, yet never leaving 
or arriving, with no evidence or marks left behind either. A 
ceaseless becoming other.39 With unsure surfaces, affected but 
with no trace.
 Reading the work as some kind of street art – or perhaps 
more appropriately art of the street shows how this invisible 
nature plays directly into an educated, upper-class Western 
context of art making, city living, and damaged surfaces.40 It 
is regarded as artwork from a legitimate author because it does 
not	bond	to	the	surfaces	it	comes	into	contact	with,	it	floats,	
hydroplanes itself down the road, wearing down its own 
whole-ness in order to move through the capital.
	 Graffiti	then,	bonds	to	the	surfaces	it	is	applied	to.	
Its main purpose is to stick, to cover, to paint. It is made 
under the rubric of ‘sometimes making something leads 
to something’. It is more bolshy41 42, it lacks manners, and 
doesn’t ask for permission to take up space. It is as a result, 
free to use symbols and imagery from across cultural divides: 
“Graffiti’s embracing and synergizing of high and low culture 
and its subsequent placing on a level playing field is salient to 
point out; […] graffiti assumed an ownership and reframing 
of high and low culture.”43

 Just as its application is primarily situated in the 
atomised pigment, its content too can be scattergun and free 
to pluck from the cultural fog. As a result, it is more free a 
medium	to	best	reflect	the	city	within	which	it	takes	place,	as	
it can bridge vast inequalities present without fear of being 
associated with the undesirable. Its origin. It is also able to be 
covered up with more layers, to tell new and updated stories 
of the environment because “there are situations in which 
preservation itself can be destructive—both because it is 
selective, and because, in some cases, it is not culturally or 
socially appropriate.”44

Touch the Truth

Gloss Spray

 “Trusted quality since 1921” this can of spray paint tells 
me	(see	figure	13),	a	century	of	manufacturing	and	your	trace	
is	omnipresent	in	the	city.	The	benefits	are	explained:	“Seals, 
Protects, Enhances” the clear gloss in the pressurised can 
ready to burst from the slightest touch of the cap > trigger > 
spray. 
	 Graffiti	covers	and	leaves	mark,	it	shows	people	in	the	
place, and where it isn’t removed, shows where the lines of 
wealth are drawn.45 Vandalism, you trendy thing. I wonder 
what the repercussions would be for this can however. It’s a 
gloss top coat, ‘crystal clear’ I’m promised. Is it an offence to 
enhance? to protect? will my sealing layer be scrubbed clean?
 I’ve used this brand, this can, for the best part of a 
decade. Again and again, I never follow the safety advice - 
I’m not sure why. “Contains: Acetone, hydrocarbons, C9-C12, 
n-/ iso-/ cyclo-alkanes, aromatics (2-25%)” and by this point 
so do I, this surface layer of sheen- atomised into my lungs, 
my organs. It’s become a process, part of the relationship we 
have; gloss, sticky and plastic, coats my hands and forearms, 
I wash myself with neat white spirit (another clear liquid, 
although much thinner) to break down your sealing layer. 
Next I wash the spirit off with regular soaps, mixed with a 
handful of salt, to buff the protective layer away. Finally once 
rinsed	and	dry,	I’m	left	with	a	faint	tack	to	my	fingertips,	an	
unwelcome addition to my grip. Is this enhanced? you tell me 
it is, but I don’t want to touch any surfaces in case I leave a 
trace I can’t remove. 
 My phone rings and I don’t answer, fearful of damaging 
the screen. Ironic, I’m aware, body full of cyclo-alkanes. Skin, 
red raw from chemical and mechanical scrubbing but still 
stained. 
 I’m trying to protect the pristine surfaces, and create 
opportunities for more - to my own detriment, why? I haven’t 
figured	it	out	yet.	I’m	lost	in	the	politics	of	shine.46 I missed 
the call, but the screen looks so wonderful, it’s so glossy when 
it fades to black.

Esther Leslie

	 It’s	weird	isn’t	it?	How	damaging	fingertips	can	be.	
Even if you’ve just cleaned your hands, it’s not long before 
your skin is greasy again. Natural oils are an ordinary state of 
being, but we’ve seemed to build a world around us of high 
gloss surfaces. Desire wrapped with illusions of cleanliness 
and leaning in to the ideas of the future.47 As a result, the 
fingertip	is	now	not	only	a	vector	of	touch,	but	of	trace.	Mark.	
Memory.	Stain.	(See	figure	14.)	Maybe	you	see	this	in	glossy	
kitchen cabinets, or car windows. Perhaps you’ve cleaned the 
fingerprints	off	of	a	bathroom	mirror,	or	a	television	screen.	
Nowhere	however,	is	the	fingerprint	more	ubiquitous	than	the	
touchscreen.
 To return to Esther Leslie, they write: 

“The touchscreen is ready to hand, or ready to finger. But 
as the screen is used, it deteriorates. It’s ideal form is to 

be wholly reflective, unblemished. In its use it is constantly 
smeared, despite the coatings of oleophobic materials, 

repelling the grease of body parts. Fingerprints leave their 
mark. In time, the screen gets scratched or broken. The 
touchscreen is destroyed by its own functioning. It loses 

something of itself from the very first moment of use. It wears 
and tears in use, stripping from itself constantly its exchange 

value, as the cerium oxide dulls.”48

 Technology is to die, as sinister as design obsolescence 
is, I feel as though we live with it now. Common knowledge.49 
Entropy is tied to the act of touching in the case of the 
touchscreen, our human grease is smeared over these glass 
surfaces – we clean them – we smear the grease again. It is a 
cycle of use, the phone screen in your pocket probably has a 
small dent or scratch in it, and if it doesn’t, perhaps the screen 
protector does. What is this wear and tear? Surfaces made 
of glass can be blurry, in that their surface-ness isn’t entirely 
solid. 
 That bright light. Backlit. Grease trying to get through 
the screen, its human to want to see what’s on the other 
side, the grass is greener in there, right? So we touch and 
slide and scale and swipe, navigating the unsolid internet for 
information or connection or perhaps just blue light; all the 
time slowly forcing the glass to break down, to absorb some 
of	that	fingerprint,	let	me	in	let	me	in	let	me	in.	
 Eventually the battery dies (or perhaps you’ve turned 
the screen off to look at a different sized screen for a while 
instead- ‘enough of the fun screen let me look at the work 
screen’) and you’re confronted with “the screen itself as 
something touched”50.	It’s	hard	to	define	what	happens	in	that	
moment.	Are	we	horrified	by	what	we’ve	done?	Is	it	just	an	
inconvenience how it catches the light differently now, not 
as	one	solid	flat	piece	of	glass?	The	most	common	action	is	
to quickly wipe the screen on something, a cloth or piece of 
clothing.	Just	enough	to	clear	off	those	fingerprints.	I	don’t	
want to see those. 
 Andrea Büttner makes works of those moments, large 
scale etchings, using colour to allow us to confront our 
constant	touching.	(See	figure	15,	16,	17,	18,	and	19)	In	an	
interview from 2014 they say something which sticks to the 
moment of unconscious cleaning: “All art is somehow close to 
shame.”51 Describing the art making process as one that is of 
showing the world things you do in private. I wonder, do we 
try to return our screens to their untouched state as a way to 
hide the marks of what we do in private from those who might 
see? Gloss pushes a purity over us. Yet to touch is to stain, to 
ruin, leave evidence.

Allure

 “All forms of allure come to our attention through 
surprise or fascination, since we are not entirely sure what we 
are dealing with, though we witness its qualities”52 Graham 
Harman states. Alluring surfaces are something that require 
deeper	investigation,	the	gap	between	the	first	look	and	the	
second where comprehension usually takes place. Sometimes 
it doesn’t happen, and we slip towards a confusion, or, deeper 
into the surface itself, into an obsession.
 In the contemporary, this could be an iridescence. 
Often times a digital one, a virtual surface of refractive shine. 
Trending on the internet for a while now, the rainbow of the 
holographic,	the	shock	of	the	fluorescent,	and	the	depth	of	the	
iridescent - after all, what even are these surfaces? Iridescence 
is thought about by Tavi Meraud: “It is a trace or residue 
of the surface interacting with air and light”53. As I have 
talked about glass (and will continue to do so) so too must I 
be referencing surface. Damage, vandalism, these happen as 
attacks at the surface, however “the surface IS only so long 
as it is perceived”54. Glass as a boundary to the other side of 
itself may exist physically, but as an optically clear material, 
it reveals another by nature of its properties. The allure comes 
from the blur, of what is on the other side, of what we see 
in	the	reflection,	and	how	the	space	between	refracts	and	
bends as we (or the glass) move. Does this boundary to the 
other side break down? Meraud continues: “a mechanism 
of decomposing the mediums of vision, iridescence seems 
to mark the site where a surface begins to emerge, where a 
surface surfaces.”55 In essence, the unsolid blur of the surface 
is where it begins its truth.
 “Surface is a kind of densification of information and 
material. It has accrued and calcified, hypostatized into 
a plane of perception.”56 The plane here is the 180 degree 
surface. The horizon perspective. Meraud talks of surface as 
a coming together, a mist that condenses into a fog, into an 
ice. Just as that water, perception can slip, evaporate into ether 
once more. In many ways, surfaces are suggestions of the 
edges, only existing whilst they are considered in that state. 
Maybe even the ground below us would fall away into nothing 
if we didn’t know it to be solid, and we could freefall in the 
immaterial. How would this feel?

“We live in a time of iridescence, of scintillation between the 
virtual and the real – an iridereal perhaps, where surfaces 

are no longer concretions to be encountered but rather sites 
of dazzling encounter. The very experience of touch must be 

conceptualised anew. Intimacy in a time of iridescence should 
go by another name.”57

 The virtual can easily be read as the thing I’ve been 
reaching for on the other side of the touchscreen the entire 
essay, but that wouldn’t be quite correct. The virtual is often 
opposed to the real, but is the screen really a virtual nowhere? 
I	don’t	believe	so.	The	set	up	itself	is	flawed	for	me.	If	the	
screen is virtual, then why does my neck hurt when I watch 
it for so long? If the screen is virtual, why are these news 
stories I read real? You see, the virtuality of the screen isn’t 
all encompassing, and plays into an idea of a mind / body 
split. My mind being inside the virtual space. The screen 
still	wants	the	touch	of	a	body	to	operate,	a	finger	to	swipe.	
Instead (Meraud perhaps says this best) it is “something like 
a quivering space or phenomenon, something between the 
real and the virtual. It is an effect on the real; it is a trace of 
the virtual.”58 When you touch the screen, it touches back - 
because that boundary is thin, as you stain the glass so too 
does the thing on the other side stain you. Iridescent leakage 
into one another’s surface. Slippage at/of the boundaries. It is 
intimate, a going beyond. The boundaries themselves blur and 
pulse to create zones of coalescence. 

Tenderness as Synthesis

 For a while now I’ve been thinking about this phrase. 
About ‘tenderness as synthesis’. I’m still not entirely sure 
what I mean by it, but it feels correct, it feels like I need 
to chase it. Something to do with taking care of things, 
surfaces, glass, screens, people. It isn’t repair - and not quite 
conservation either. Perhaps what I mean is that I wish to 
become vapour at the edges, and have that unsolid surface 
interact with the material I’m thinking about. This is the 
tenderness.
 I look to a work I saw in South London Gallery in 
between the various lockdowns of 2020, IPE 285 by Ann 
Veronica	Janssens.	(See	figure	20)	‘What	a	pretty	girder’	I	said	
to myself as I walked in the room. I had been thinking about 
girders for a few weeks previous. This wasn’t to devalue the 
work, I don’t mean pretty as something vapid, I see now I 
might’ve meant ‘what an alluring girder’- but I don’t think too 
hard when I’m in a gallery. Sacrilege, I know. We’re meant to 
uphold these spaces as temples of thought, of consideration. 
Whenever I tell people I don’t think about artwork they scold 
me: ‘you should spend longer looking at the work, maybe 
then you’d have a different experience.’ The truth is, I don’t 
particularly care. If pretty is vapid then I will call the work 
pretty, and it can be me that is vapid.
 It isn’t that I don’t believe in the power of artwork to 
communicate (far from it) it’s more of a conscious rejection 
of thinking. I know that any member of my family could 
walk into that room with me, and the girder, and say the death 
phrase: ‘I don’t get it’. I reply: ‘you don’t have to worry about 
that, I haven’t in years. Look at it, isn’t it pretty?’ The way 
a gallery frames itself as an intellectual architectural space 
leaves a bad taste in my mouth, it tastes of classism, and of 
things outside my frame of reference. I refuse to be humiliated 
for not knowing. 
 IPE 285 is pretty though, it’s one polished surface looks 
as	though	there	is	a	thin	film	of	water	on	it,	slightly	bulging	
at the edges from the surface tension. This is an optical trick 
from	the	reflective	metal	itself,	but	I	enjoy	indulging	in	its	
games. For I know it only takes one moment to touch the 
truth.

“Addressing himself to the judges of the Florentine 
government […] Thomas orders: ‘Touch the truth as I do, and 
you will believe in the absolute justice of the Trinity / which 
always exalts each one who sits in judgement.’ In this image 
for the town hall, the weakness of the disciple who refused to 
believe in Christ’s bodily resurrection without the witness of 
both his own eyes and his hand is construed as a strength: 
Thomas’s action represents the search for God-given truth. 

His action is literally one of ‘manifestation’, or of probing - of 
touching in order to prove.”59

 I don’t know what the truth is anymore, the screen and 
the virtual are interwoven with our daily lives more during 
the pandemic than ever before. When my internet connection 
buffers, so does every person I’m virtually spending time 
with. Are these people real? In their own little portal box. The 
world is behind the other side of the glass right now. Things 
are strange at the edge.
 With the work in South London Gallery however, I 
knew	it	was	real.	The	infinite	reflection	and	illusions	of	liquid.	
I reached out and touched it. I touched the truth. It was cold, 
mainly.	I	left	a	greasy	little	fingerprint	on	the	polished	surface	
when nobody else was in the room. Self-indulgent? Maybe 
so. Like I’ve said before: I don’t care.60 I understood the work 
as no other visitor to the space could, I proved myself to it 
and it proved itself to me. It was to consolidate in an active 
and ongoing way, not quite a complete bringing together, but 
more so a ‘to carry both with you’, balanced. With knowledge 
of both and with respect to both equally, letting this inform 
where we head next. The gentle touch of the vapours, the 
translucent edges merging for only a minute, this is synthesis. 

Monuments and Ruins

David and The Monster

 In Damage, Sculpture, History, Kahane writes:

“When in 1991 David’s toe was vandalised, every spec of 
marble dust and every fragment of stone was collected  and 
the statue was meticulously repaired. Modernity, let me thus 
suggest, can, in fact, be very fussy when it comes to its own 

state of completeness.”61

 Michelangelo carved this giant man, proportionate to the 
view, not to the human.62 (See Figure 21.) Edit > Transform 
> Perspective Warp, in Photoshop.63 I argue he is designed, 
rather than strictly crafted, with these optical tricks put in 
place for us to better receive him. As a designed man, how is it 
he can be so complete and wonderful, an icon in our collective 
conscience? Where his conceptual brother, Frankenstein’s 
Monster, is regarded as ugly and by name, monstrous. One is 
complete: polished. He is cold and pristine. He is protected, 
admired,	a	feat!	The	other,	despite	being	made	of	only	the	best	
parts of many men64 is nameless, of body, inhuman yet warm. 
There are visible stitch marks and seams, he is incomplete, 
damaged. Both, however, are created from ideals. 
 I put forward it is potential that differentiates how we 
can admire one and have nightmares of the other. David is at 
balance. Whilst the young man he is modelled from has long 
passed,	the	statue	remains.	This	opens	up	infinite	potentials	
to project upon. Who is he? What is his story? Does David 
own an iPhone? It’s a future, a projection that the monster 
just doesn’t have. The Monster is trans-local, he has narrative. 
Within his story he moves across Europe in search. This 
means	he	is	defined,	we	can	already	read	how	his	story	ends.	
He is in effect, ‘locked in’ to a state of being. Despite these 
differences, they both are subjected to being objects of desire.
 The Monster is on his phone, it’s a cracked screen 
android something-or-other. He comes across another golem, 
an Italian giant. “He’s very pretty” the monster laments, 
they’re from totally different worlds. Building up courage 
– “would he find me attractive?” He swipes to match and 
hurriedly tries to put his phone away, a bit of the glass jabbing 
into his hand as he does. This is fetishization of the complete.
 David opens the dating app on the latest glossy iPhone 
and	sees	a	wreck	of	a	man.	He	is	definitely	not from the 
Mediterranean. The man is… kind of hot, maybe? He can 
only be described as a bloke, but maybe he could try a bit of 
rough - David decides to message him, slumming it.65 This is 
fetishization of the incomplete. 

Mistakes in the Monument

 What is a monument, anyway? A public sculpture, 
usually. Something that makes us look up at it and think about 
respect, or large historical events perhaps. In the case of Great 
Yarmouth we have the Britannia Monument. More commonly 
referred to locally as Nelsons column after the similar pillar in 
London’s Trafalgar Square. The Great Yarmouth monument 
displays	a	figure	of	Britannia	(not	Nelson	at	all)	facing	inland,	
towards the other side of the county of Norfolk, towards 
Burnham Thorpe where he (Nelson) was born. Here, begins a 
set of circumstances surrounding the column which mark its 
present condition in a way that cannot be undone. 
 Firstly, many believe the direction of the statue atop 
the column is a mistake, a legacy statement to things going 
wrong, the belief is that Britannia should be looking out to 
sea, to protect the Admiral it is built for. Instead, the view is 
that the monument has turned its back on the sea itself. 
 Secondly, the statue atop the tower is false: “Restoration 
work 1981 to 1982 revealed that […] the figure of Britannia 
was original but had been split by lightning. The concrete had 
weathered badly. All [was] to be replaced in fibre glass.”66 
The original sculpture is not on public display. To make 
matters worse, the surroundings of the monument have over 
time industrialised, becoming empty warehouses of sorts as 
the harbour of the town doesn’t take off. This location does 
not inspire pride, or rather, anything at all. The monument 
serves only to highlight the repeated problems of the town to 
its locality. Sculpture as a problem.

“The vertical is not the free-standing figure but the marker, the 
column/shaft/obelisk that, rising up from the ground, provides 
a designated point of reference within the viewer’s spatial and 
culturally conditioned mapping of his or her environment.”67 

 My environment is a mistake, spatially, and culturally. 
(See	figure	22	and	23.)	In	‘The	Art	School	in	Ruins’	writers	
Beck and Cornford comment on “the unintended bathos 
latent in the names of things – Nelson, Trafalgar, St George”68 
(referencing the street names as well as a local park) I ask, 
who is this monument for in the current day? They continue 
that these names “only reinforce the sense that the town has 
failed to live up to its heroic past.”69 Time continues pushing 
forward, the tide moves in and out each day. Each time it 
erodes just a little bit more of the sandbank holding the town 
together. I don’t know if I want to build sea defences or to let 
the	water	flood	over,	to	flood	the	ruins	and	let	us	move	on.
 The glory, or rather the attempted glory of the naming70 
of spaces suggests such ‘heights’ that the town itself becomes 
laughable in comparison. Why aspire to more when belonging 
to the streets that can’t reach their own name is a part of who 
you, and your neighbour are? You will never be whole, your 
surface is forever damaged, you are to aspire to ruin. This is 
the maximum. Stay where you belong. 
 Is there a light at the end of the tunnel? Do we need 
monuments as cultural role models at all? Do they need 
to take place in this monolithic form? I don’t know how 
to reconcile art history and a personal one. Let alone a 
community of personal histories, embedded in object form. 
There are power structures at play here. Some histories are 
documented, and some are not. Why? I think we already know 
why. Are we as residents of the town with the mistake in its 
monument looking for legacy? Nothing can carry the weight 
of a human history or culture of a place. It’s too large to place 
on	an	object.	The	monument	is	inherently	flawed	in	that	
regard. I’d argue as it currently stands the decentralised scrawl 
of	graffiti	is	a	better	vision	of	the	monumental	condition.	The	
thoughts of the local people in their own place, overlapping 
and interweaving. A wanting to express something, anything, 
a human need to feel heard.
 What would a new monument be? What forms of 
sculpture exist if that is the path we choose? A sculpture for 
the working class people? A sculpture at the seaside? What 
precedents are there for this sculpture? On the occasion 
of	an	exhibition	of	the	sculpture	‘Adam’	(see	figure	24)	in	
Blackpool, sculptor Jacob Epstein allegedly exclaimed: “Why 
should all our art treasures always be hidden away in art 
galleries which comparatively few people take the trouble 
to visit?”71 72 Indeed, maybe each local community should 
have its own public art system, from buildings, to galleries, to 
plinths and pillars, to walking trails and outdoor parks. Some 
towns may utilise screens, cinemas, the sea. Just as place 
determines so much about a person, so too could the place 
determine its optimal cultural experience. I have an idea for 
Great Yarmouth.

Rumours say Michelangelo did it

 In ‘Machine Art’, beauty is described as “no longer to 
be regarded as an essence culled from the act of gazing, but a 
thing’s inner law”.73 When it comes to artworks, I believe this 
unfortunately throws the question of provenance into the mix: 
is a thing more likely to be regarded as beautiful if it is created 
by or owned by someone who creates or owns other beautiful 
things? A things inner law suggests every item is unique, yet 
in reality a things inner law is subject to the contextualisation 
from every system around it.74 
 The reason I begin these thoughts is because of a piece 
of	graffiti	carved	in	stone.	‘L’importuno di Michelangelo’ is a 
profile	of	a	man’s	head	carved	into	the	surface	of	the	Palazzo	
Vecchio in Florence, and although there is no direct evidence, 
the	story	is	that	this	piece	of	graffiti	is	by	Michelangelo	
himself.	(See	figure	25.)
 My question is how has this endured? Why has this 
piece	of	graffiti	been	judged	to	be	worthy,	to	be	culturally	
significant	enough	to	keep?	The	answer	we	already	know:	
because of its proximity to other beautiful works. If this work 
truly was judged on its own inner law, I question if it would 
be known or discussed to the same degree. If it would’ve been 
scratched away in an attempt to ‘clean’ the building’s façade. 
 If this etching is proven to be by the artist – which 
new evidence from Adriano Marinazzo may point towards75 
- the work itself is still an act of vandalism. If an unknown 
artist chiselled a similar face into a historical civic building, 
would they be given the same treatment? Lucy Jeffery writes: 
“beauty is part of this process of becoming as it emerges out 
of the form.”76 It seems this form is sometimes not a formal 
quality, but one passed through a bureaucracy.

Chroa

 “When we perceive a sculpture with missing parts 
such fragmen- tation does not strike us as particularly ex- 
ceptional, especially since what remains throws out forces 
that help us fill in the missing gaps, guiding our perceptions 
toward completeness.”77 There’s a differentiating between 
surface	and	structure	happening	here,	our	mind	can	‘fill	
in the blank’ of an ancient marble sculpture if it is broken. 
Structurally. What we struggle with is the surface. We tend 
to regard this type of work as complete in its bleached 
white-ness, it is read often as pristine, as cultural objects of 
distinction, of class.78 Yet this isn’t correct, the sculptures were 
painted. Repeatedly so. 

“The speaker Polystratus points out that a statue and any 
claims to poetic expression are unfinished unless chroa– a 

skin or layer – is applied. […] That this ‘finish’ is a delicate 
and subtle process, designed to bring the work of art to life, 

is paraded by Lucian’s exploitation of the colour clichés 
of Greek verse: ‘becomingness’, ‘delicate texture’, ‘faint 

diffusion of blood’ […] and so on, toy with concepts of colour 
rooted not only in other areas of sensation and objects, but 

also in other literary and artistic traditions. All of these 
finishing touches that enrich the meaning of the subject matter 
are dependent on the application of colour. An ancient statue 
without colour, then, is like a mannequin without clothes.”79

 The statues clothes have been washed away with time. 
Their colour, their ‘skin’, their surface, has slowly dissipated 
into the ether. This may be the nature of all surfaces, to fade. 
The skin layer of the statues is the most important feature, 
it is where the work becomes itself, where it is rushed with 
lifeblood.80 Bloom on the surface. How then, is this life looked 
after; who cares for those who cannot move?

“There is some evidence that professionals called ‘polishers’ 
(Latin politores) existed, who developed sophisticated 

methods to achieve subtle finishes for gems, ivories and 
marbles. Indeed ‘polishing’ provided a convenient classical 

metaphor for finishing and refining diverse features of ancient 
life: agriculture, clothes, speech, literature, moral stature 
and physical appearance, as well as works of art, were all 
‘polished’ in order to achieve refinement and perfection.”81

  To ‘polish’ a sculptural work could be to apply 
“preservative coatings”, to add “varnishes, glazes, colour 
sheens, highlights” and more.82 Does this process of polishing 
mean to enhance, to take care? Or does this over time wear 
down the original? Losing a bit of itself in each process, 
surface diluting into obscurity. “Furthermore, […] many 
sculptures were periodically restored and repainted in order 
to restore colours that had faded or been damaged, and it 
is by no means certain that they were always restored in the 
same way.”83 The surface can be ever changing, evolving 
with the world around it, changed by the haze in which it 
exists. Impermanence then, is the state of the surface true. 
We imagine these sculptures with a sense of endurance, of 
permanence, even in a damaged state. Yet, it appears their 
nature is to represent only the values of the time they exist 
within. They are mirrors in form, displaying the prevailing 
ideas that constitute value in the context of the period of their 
ongoing restoration. If we were to truly polish these works 
right now, would they be glassy, taking place on a digital 
screen? Would they have a thick layer of gloss become their 
new surface? Would they remain white, or would they become 
something holographic, iridescent? Solid light itself.
 It could be said we strive to do the same thing in our 
contemporary lives, to polish each and every facet. To clean, 
and	condense	and	buff	until	reflective.	Obsession	with	surface	
only becomes more and more commonplace as we move 
further into devotion to the glass screen. Paradoxically, a 
material that is incredibly hard to keep immaculate. To make 
our lives beautiful, we polish. It seems this may be all we 
know, as we’ve been doing it for a very long time. 
	 I	believe	sometimes,	it’s	okay	to	reject	refinement.	To	
polish with dirt, to obfuscate the surfaces. Our structure can 
still be read when it is crumbling, and so like a sculpture from 
the past I desire to become ruin too.

Coastal Community

Undesirables

 The processes of capitalism has been motorised to begin 
the removal of working class people, extracting the blemishes 
as decided by bourgeois sensibilities, and tastes. Styles 
believed to be pure, spangled banners of ‘redevelopment’ and 
‘regeneration’ coincide with ‘investment opportunity’ and the 
dreaded ‘up and coming area’. 
 People and places can sit outside of this, undesirable to 
even	be	subject	to	hard	line	gentrification.84 So undesirable 
that they’re skipped over, seen to have no ‘potential’ at all. 
Left behind from the mainline narrative. Is this purposeful 
extraction from the timeline or accidental decline? 
 Deprivation can be seen as a cutting off from the blood 
supply. Perhaps a tourniquet too tight. Living on the edges 
of an island in austerity is akin to no gloves in the snow. 
Frostbitten	fingers	from	being	unable	to	turn	on	the	heating.	
Can I afford to put money on the meter this month week? 
Move the blood to the centre to protect the core. 
 Quiet infrastructures of sinister ideals. Literal 
infrastructures, movement and belonging.85 Object and artefact 
of the contemporary ruin and is this how the undesirable 
must survive? The transition into leaving a trace rather than 
surviving the extraction.

A Sculpture for Scroungers

	 How	do	we	fill	the	New	Glass	Gallery?	Make	a	
sculpture for the people in the town I am from, the coastal 
community, a sculpture for left behind working class people.
 In a decade of austerity, young people in Britain 
have been described as undeserving ‘chavs’86 ‘skivers’87 or 
‘scroungers’88, as ‘scum’89, ‘yobs’90, and ‘morons’91 by the 
press.92 There’s clearly a hierarchy to the British imagination. 
We’re the bottom feeders. Maybe I’m proudly scum. It’s hard 
work to make a sculpture for our gallery. I want the work to 
have a unique connection with the space, this place, but also a 
personal history that goes beyond myself. 
 It should be a bridge.
  Give it a personal touch.
	 	 	 Go	beyond	the	personal!	
 I feel as I imagine the place does. Stuck in loops of 
problems, I don’t know if I feel as though I belong. Trans-
local is a phrase I’ve read recently.93 I’m moving but feel like 
I’m going nowhere? It has to be perfect, beyond critique, it 
must feel like a monument, impervious to attack. There’s a 
stuck-ness and self-blame in austerity94 and this work won’t 
ever move - a bit like us.
 But what if it did? What if we all did? If we had money 
and broke this cycle. “Anything that fundamentally changes 
us will bring with it both good and bad. […] We need to take 
a conscious approach to change so we don’t replace one 
problem for another.”95 Religious architecture and sculpture, 
painting and glass, there’s this thing about status the gallery 
represents now too- to do with building up the authority. 
How do you challenge authority without building a new 
authority for yourself? The work has to have an invisible 
power. Something that resonates with the local community, 
something inside already, that makes the material accessible 
and something to connect to. I need to lie down again, maybe 
on the sand outside.

Throwing an Anchor into the Future

 An anchor, something that steadies the ship. This is 
an active stillness, more a deceleration towards a state of 
equilibrium. A ship that has thrown its anchor is taking a 
breath before carrying onward restored. In this same way, I 
stand in the ruins of the place, right at the edge of the land, 
and throw an anchor forward into the future – through the 
barrier,	piercing	the	infinite	horizon	where	blue	meets	blue.	
 Subtitles of the text which does not need to be written. 
What are these broken things? Preservation and survival. 
Screen protectors to keep the broken shards housed in the unit. 
Together. Splintered but whole.
 “For too long our seaside towns have felt isolated, 
unsupported and left behind.”96 97 Can a future be secured 
through an object like this anchor? If nothing else. Hopefully 
we can steady the ship. The water’s surface, blurry and 
unclean ripples with the impact. In consciously leaving our 
working class artefacts in the ruins to be rediscovered, are we 
“feeding the assumption that individuals and communities […] 
are somehow deficient, or backwards, for not sharing the same 
signifiers of distinction that surround cosmopolitanism.”98 I 
hope not, yet in moving through the city as some of us have 
I worry we’ve irreparably been assigned baggage that wasn’t 
ours. “Place is an important marker of identity and sense of 
self.”99 So how do you reconcile when you “can no longer be 
located purely in one place, but are trans-local, or constructed 
through economic, symbolic and affective relationships 
between the multiple spaces through which they [you] 
move.”100 101  

Have I Jumped Too High this Time? (Conclusion)

“The alienation that residents feel towards business and 
political elites, and their cosmopolitan values, is seen as 

primarily a product of these economic circumstances. And 
so the remedy, underpinned by the narrative of economic 

stagnation, entails redistributing wealth and opportunities 
afforded by the macro successes of market liberalisation to 

‘backwater’ areas.”102 103  

 If it is vandalism to care, then we can see from the 
recent past how governing bodies will continue turning 
away from the edge. The City is dense, it is warm, it 
takes a different kind of person to stand on the edge and 
brace the chill in the wind. McDowell comments: “they 
live literally on the margins of the land, and, for growing 
numbers, on the margins of society as economic change and 
hard-hitting austerity programmes adversely affect their 
living standards.”104 Bessant adds “young people reaching 
adulthood in the west are a new ‘precarious generation’.”105 
The way a town wall crumbles over time is that of the coastal 
community, a breakdown of historical surface, blurring out as 
surfaces do. Ruins of a locale leave behind unclear perimeters, 
places without edges, and in many ways is representative of 
the sand these spaces stand on. Shifting, tidal, eroding. 
 “Seaside towns are not a world apart from the rest of us 
– they’re holding up a mirror to our economy’s wider failings. 
It’s time we stopped looking away.”106 107 I argue that mirror 
has split, fractured out into shards. We now decide if these are 
relics, or something that can be reassembled. When we handle 
them, touch their truth, is the message ‘handle with care’ or 
‘danger keep off’?

“Where young people located in inner city areas have a 360 
degree outlook, those in coastal towns are restricted to a 

180 degree perspective, with the sea ahead – offering limited 
opportunities for employment – and the land behind (which is 

rural in nature).”108

	 The	flatness	of	the	glass	screen	surface.	That	180	degree	
plane. I scroll, I scroll, and scroll some more. Standing on the 
sand looking out and looking back. This is not stability, but it 
is	consistent.	This	flatness.	The	half-ness.	The	space	I	occupy	
will	always	be	an	unsolid	surface,	iridescent	-	as	a	finger	
dances across that disintegrating glass it catches for a second. 
A splinter. This is all I can know.
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This essay is dedicated to Brad,
Our years of conversations about this place were always 

something more than just complaints. 
See you soon.


